This article, in allusion to the limitation of conventional stellar horizon atmospheric refraction based on orbital dynamics model and nonlinear Kalman filter in practical applications, proposes a new celestial analytic positioning method by stellar horizon atmospheric refraction for high-altitude flight vehicles, such as spacecraft, airplanes and ballistic missiles. First, by setting up the geometric connexion among the flight vehicle, the Earth and the altitude of starlight refraction, an expression for the relationship of starlight refraction angle and atmospheric density is deduced. Second, there are produced a novel measurement model of starlight refraction in a continuous range of altitudes (CRA) from 20 km to 50 km on the basis of the standard atmospheric data in stratosphere, and an empirical formula of stellar horizon atmospheric refraction in the same altitudes against the tangent altitude. Third, there is introduced a celestial analytic positioning algorithm, which uses the least square differential correction instead of nonlinear Kalman filter. The information about positions of a flight vehicle can be obtained directly by solving a set of nonlinear measurement equations. The stellar positioning algorithm adopts the characteristics of stellar horizon atmospheric refraction thereby removing needs for orbit dynamics models and priori knowledge of flight vehicles. The simulation results evidence the validity of the proposed stellar positioning algorithm.
Introduction 1
The precision of horizon sensing brings most important influences to bear on celestial navigation accuracy. According to the mode of horizon sensing, celestial navigation methods can be categorized into two major kinds: the direct horizon-sensing method based on "intercept method" [1] and the indirect horizon-sensing method through stellar horizon atmospheric refraction [2] . The first method suffers poorer positioning accuracy because the Earth's irregular surface and the lower accuracy of horizon sensors could hardly match the higher accuracy of star sensors. In contrast, the second method is a kind of newly-developed low-cost high-precision autonomous stellar positioning schemes. This scheme adopts the orbital dynamics, the high-precision charge-coupled device (CCD) star sensors and the mathematics model of starlight refraction in the atmosphere to sense the *Corresponding author. Tel.: +86-10-82339795.
E-mail address: xlwon@163.com Foundation item: Aeronautics Innovation Foundation of China doi: 10.1016/S1000-9361(08) horizon to achieve high-precision positioning for spacecraft [3] . The multi-mission attitude determination and autonomous navigation (MADAN), which was put into tests and had come into application in 1990s, just uses the principles of starlight refraction [4] . The major factors that impact on the accuracy of celestial navigation by stellar horizon atmospheric refraction are the errors in measuring starlight refraction angles and the model uncertainty of stellar horizon atmospheric refraction.
The indirect horizon-sensing celestial navigation based on the orbital dynamics is facing some knotty problems in practical application. First, since the distribution of actual Earth's atmospheric pressure, temperature and density is not even but varies with time, the model of stellar horizon atmospheric refraction is difficult to ascertain. Moreover, the accuracy and applicability of the navigation system could hardly be ensured due to uncertainty of the stellar horizon atmospheric refraction model. Second, it is required to set up an accurate model of the system [5] . The accurate model, which would have been found with great efforts, might probably be too complicated to fulfill the realtime requirements due to a huge computational workload. Third, the movement characteristics of most flight vehicles fail to satisfy the orbital dynamics equations. Fourth, the nonlinear measurement equation of celestial navigation system needs some nonlinear filtering methods [6] [7] [8] . However, the noise of this system can not be described by a simple Gaussian distribution, and even its statistical characteristics is unknown. From the practical standpoint, the filtering performance would decline and, maybe, lead to filtering divergence.
Obviously, the conventional celestial navigation by stellar horizon atmospheric refraction needs not only a high-precision orbital dynamics model, but also a reliable nonlinear filter, which limits the realtime performance, positioning accuracy and the application range when the system works. Therefore, in order to improve the realtime performance, reliability, positioning accuracy and to expand the application range of celestial navigation by stellar horizon atmospheric refraction, is proposed a novel starlight atmospheric refraction model with empirical formula for continuous altitudes ranging from 20 km to 50 km, which associates with temperature models, intensity models, atmospheric density models, and atmospheric density scale altitude models fit for a continuous range of altitudes (CRA). Moreover, this article also puts forward an analytic positioning algorithm of stellar horizon atmospheric refraction based on the least square differential correction.
Principle and Establishment of Stellar Horizon
Atmospheric Refraction Celestial Navigation Model
Principle of stellar horizon atmospheric refraction celestial navigation
The principle of celestial navigation by stellar horizon atmospheric refraction is to make simultaneous observation of two stars by using two star sensors [2] . The angle between the navigation starlight and the refracted starlight will be different from the standard value, and this difference is called the starlight refraction angle. The starlight refraction angle is mainly determined by atmospheric density which can be described by a relatively accurate model. Thereby, the altitude of starlight in atmosphere which indicates flight vehicle's position with respect to the Earth can be accurately confirmed by Fig.1 .
Referring to Fig.1 , according to geometric relations among the flight vehicle, the Earth and the refracted starlight, the measurement equation of an apparent ray altitude can be expressed by T the unit position vector of the star without refraction in the geocentric-equatorial inertial coordinate system, and R e the Earth's radius. Eq.(1) sets up the relation of the apparent ray altitude h a (r) in terms of the vehicle's position vector r. As there are three unknown parameters, viz x, y and z in Eq.(1), they can be found out only when three or more stars are watched at once. Now, the emergence of star sensors with wide-angle lens makes it possible to observe multiple refracted stars at the same time [9] . Then, the 3D position of a flight vehicle can be fixed by solving the set of equations. As the star sensor's precision is much higher than that of the horizon sensor, the use of stellar horizon atmospheric refraction could acquire more precise observation than that of a horizon sensor.
Establishment of stellar horizon atmospheric refraction model
The formula pertinent to the starlight refraction angle shows that the angle is directly correlated to the atmospheric density at the refraction tangent altitude. However, limited by observed data, an accurate atmospheric density model in stratosphere covering the whole globe can not be established yet at present. This makes us resort to an approximate or empirical model based on the experimental data.
(1) Model of atmospheric density Within a limited altitude over the Earth, the atmospheric density can be described by an exponential function of the altitude.
where (h) is the atmospheric density as a function of altitude h, and 0 the atmospheric density at sea level altitude h 0 . The density scale altitude at altitude h is given by [10] * P
where T(h) is the molecular scale temperature at altitude h, H P (h) is the pressure scale altitude at altitude h, R * and M 0 are the universal gas constant and molecular The Earth's physical properties can be used to establish the relationship between the starlight refraction angle R and the tangent altitude h b of refracted starlight. However, it is only by means of the apparent ray altitude h a that could link the starlight refraction angle R to a vehicle's position. According to the optics formulas and starlight refraction geometry, the relationship between h a and R can be expressed by a e = ( 1)+ h R h (4) where is the index of refraction at altitude h.
By inserting 1 = k( ) (h) into Eq. (4), the following can be obtained [10] 
where R is measured in rad and h in m. Substituting the atmospheric model Eq. (2) into Eq.(6), then the refraction angle can be redefined as
Using Eq. (3) and Eq. (5), Eq. (7) could be rewritten as a 0
As R e is far bigger than h, Eq. (8) can be simplified into
Eq. (7) and Eq.(9) point out the relationship among starlight refraction tangent altitude, apparent ray altitude and the starlight refraction angle.
In celestial navigation systems with the refracted starlight to sense the Earth's horizon, more than one star must be observed simultaneously or continuously. However, the traditional fixed-altitude starlight atmospheric refraction model is confined to a small range of starlight tangent altitudes, i.e. 25 km, to capture stars, which leads to very few stars that could be refracted and low probability for the star sensor to capture the refracted stars. This greatly limits the method in applications. Therefore, in order to meet the accuracy demands by the celestial navigation based on the starlight refraction, a stellar horizon atmospheric refraction model within a CRA is required.
Establishment of Continuous Altitude of Atmospheric Refraction Model
It is clear that the starlight refraction angle decreases as the altitude increases. At the altitude beyond 50 km, the angle, which has exceeded the precision scope of recent star sensors, will be viewed as observation noise. At the altitude under 20 km, it is hard to detect refracted stars due to the deleterious effects of constituents in stratosphere [11] . Therefore, a refraction model fit for a CRA from 20 km to 50 km is built up on the basis of data provided by U.S. Standard Atmosphere [12] .
Model of atmospheric temperature for a CRA
In the range of altitudes from 20 km to 50 km, the temperature increases with the rise of altitude, but the variation is not equable. In the upper air, the temperature increases fast. Following this thought, a two-order curve can be used to fit the model of altitude-variant atmospheric temperature. Assuming i x h , i y T and using the curve-fitting algorithm, the following can be obtained 
Model of atmospheric pressure for a CRA
Atmospheric pressure decreases slowly as altitude increases. Abiding by this thought, the altitude-variant atmospheric pressure can be modeled by an exponen-tial expression P(h)=a exp(bh). Assuming x i =h, y i =ln P, A=ln a, B=b, and applying the curvefitting algorithm, the following can be deduced 
Substituting the altitude and pressure data from the standard atmosphere into Eq. (12)
where h and P are measured in kms and Pa respectively.
Model of atmospheric density for a CRA
In the normal run of events, the atmosphere is regarded as an ideal gas. According to the Ideal Gas Law, an altitude-variant expression of atmospheric density is
where R 0 =287 J/(kg K) is the gas constant. Substituting Eq. (13) 
With a quite complicated relationship between atmospheric density and altitude, Eq.(15) seems to be of little practicality in use. To overcome this problem, because, as stated above, the atmospheric density varies exponentially with the altitude ranging from 20 km to 50 km, an empirical altitude-variant formula of atmospheric density could be found by fitting the exponential curve with data of atmospheric density from above-introduced models.
( ) 1.762 161 807 9 exp( 0.152 220 385 9 ) h h (16) where the atmospheric density is measured in kg/m 3 , and the altitude in km.
Model of scale atmospheric density for a CRA
Standard atmosphere is characterized by the atmospheric density scale altitude H (h), the acceleration of gravity g(h) and the molecule scale temperature T(h) varying with the altitude. It is on this base that a two-order curve, H (h)=C+Dh+Eh 2 is utilized to set up the model of scale atmospheric density. Assuming x i =h, y i = H and applying the basic curve-fitting algorithm, the following can be derived 
Substituting altitude data from the standard atmosphere and atmospheric density scale altitude into Eq. (17) where both h and H are measured in km.
Model of novel stellar horizon atmospheric refraction for a CRA
Because the above-mentioned factors have been modeled accurately based on standard atmosphere data, substituting the atmospheric density model, obtained through temperature model (Eq. (16)), the pressure model (Eq. (13)) and the atmospheric density scale altitude model (Eq.(18)), into the starlight atmospheric refraction model (Eq.(7)), a model of starlight refraction angle varying with the starlight refraction tangent altitude is obtained for the CRA from 20 km to 50 km as follows: 
In the method of autonomous celestial navigation using the refracted starlight to sense the Earth's horizon, the starlight refraction tangent altitude is calculated with the relationship expression of the starlight refraction angle. Therefore, for convenience in application, empirical formulas of stellar horizon atmospheric refraction model based on the data of refraction angles obtained from Eq. where R and h are measured in arcsecs ( ) and km respectively.
In order to obtain an accurate reference for assessing the accuracy of the stellar horizon atmospheric refraction model, the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Inc. (CSDL) gave a typical observed value of the starlight refraction angle 148 at the starlight refraction tangent altitude of 25 km [3] . This refraction magnitude is considered to be exact enough for very accurate measurement.
The starlight refraction angle at tangent altitude of 
A Celestial Analytic Positioning Based on Le-ast Squares Differential Correction

Positioning algorithm
From Eq.(1) on the stellar horizon atmospheric refraction, the principle of the celestial analytic positioning based on the least square differential correction [16] [17] lies in iterative revision of the position vector of a flight vehicle to gradually approximate the calculated apparent ray altitudes to the observed ones in the least squares sense, and finally acquire the precise flight vehicle's position. The following paragraph illustrates the detailed steps:
( r r r (6) Use an approximate error to judge if the iteration could be finished. If not, repeat the procedure by returning to the Step (2) with the updated position vector 1 r . 
Error analysis
By defining
A A A A r and substituting r and rˆ into Eq.(21), the following could be obtained 
Simulations
Setting simulation conditions
This section is meant to verify the effectiveness of the celestial analytic positioning method based on the least square differential correction (the proposed method for short) applied to flight vehicles by taking a ballistic missile as an example. Fig.2 illustrates the missile's ideal trajectory in the assumed inertial geocentric coordinate system of a launch point and the missile's initial launch condition is defined as: latitude=39.889°, longitude=116.43°; time=00:00; azimuth A a =90°; flight distance=10 212 km; flight time= 1 794 s. The accuracy of navigational devices installed on missiles is rated as 0.02° for the measurements by the horizon sensor and 1 by the star sensor. The apparent ray altitude of refracted starlight is 80 m. Star sensors with wide-angle lens are used to make simultaneous observation of 3 refracted stars at intervals of 5 s. Gyroscope constant drift and random drift are 0.01 roscope constant drift and random drift are (°)/h and 0.005 (°)/h respectively. The bias and random error of accelerometer are 10 g and 5 g respectively.
Simulation results and analysis
The conventional celestial navigation of indirect horizon-sensing by stellar horizon atmospheric refraction based on the orbital dynamics equation (the conventional method) is no longer valid because the movement characteristics of ballistic missiles cannot satisfy the orbital dynamics equations. This creates a need for the proposed method to position missiles.
As the strapdown inertial navigation system (SINS) can provide highly precise information about positions, velocities and attitudes in a relatively short time after initial alignment and calibration on the ground, it is used here to provide navigation information about the missile from its launching to the flight altitude of 20 km. When the missile flies beyond the altitude of 20 km, as the atmospheric effects disappear, the celestial navigation system starts working.
This article integrates SINS with the proposed method to calculate the missile's locations, and presents the results in Figs.3-5. Figs.6-8 show the results of the missile's locations calculated by means of the conventional method integrated with SINS. Table 1 lists the missile's positioning errors consequent on the use of proposed and conventional celestial navigation methods. From the simulation results, it can be seen that the positioning errors by the method of direct horizon-sensing celestial navigation is up to 3 080 m due to the lower accuracy of horizon sensors while that by the method of more precise indirect horizon-sensing with the least-square differential correction drops to 409 m.
As stated above, it is required to select an initial location vector r 0 when using the positioning method with the least square differential correction. If the chosen vector is accurate, according to the iterative expression r 1 = r 0 +ˆ r , the location vector can be achieved by only one iteration. Otherwise, if the error of r 0 is larger, the iterative procedure should be repeated several times. That is, in each iteration, the precedent r 1 should be used as a new initial value to begin another run of calculation until the difference in results of two adjacent calculations is less than required value of . In fact, because the celestial navigation usually serves as an aided navigation tool to revise the errors caused by inertial navigation system (INS), the initial vector of r 0 can be chosen by referring to the information from INS thereby fulfilling the real-time requirement of this iterative algorithm. 
Conclusions
It is proved that the accuracy of celestial navigation method of indirect horizon-sensing is mainly limited by the measurement errors of starlight refraction angle and the accuracy of stellar horizon atmospheric refraction model. The novel stellar horizon atmospheric refraction model for a CRA from 20 km to 50 km has brought effective improvements to the present starlight refraction models by taking into account the starlight refraction angle as a function of atmospheric density, density scale altitude and starlight tangent altitude, etc. in line with the principles of starlight refraction. When star sensors capture the refracted stars from any tangent altitude in the range from 20 km to 50 km, the starlight refraction navigation system can conduct the positioning, which not only contributes to increase of the number of available refracted stars, but also enhances the probability of capturing refracted stars.
The proposed celestial navigation method makes use of the high precise characteristics of stellar horizon atmospheric refraction without needs for the orbital dynamics model and priori knowledge of flight vehicles, and, moreover, the algorithm is easy to operate with small amount of computational workload. Furthermore, the conventional method has found application only in the spacecraft moving round the orbit because the movement characteristics of flight vehicles fail to satisfy the orbital dynamic equations. Using celestial analytical positioning algorithm based on the least squares differential correction just settles the problem. Therefore, the proposed analytical positioning method can be used not only for flight vehicles in the near space, such as ballistic missiles, high-altitude and long-term unmanned vehicles and the cruise missiles, but also for the orbital transfer segment of spacecraft, spaceship and space platform and otherwise.
